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Abstract. In this paper, we prove a general theorem dealing with generalized absolute convo-
lution Cesa`ro mean summability factors under weaker conditions by using a general class of
increasing sequences instead of an almost increasing sequence. Some new results have also been
obtained.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A positive sequence .bn/ is said to be an almost increasing sequence if there exists
a positive increasing sequence .cn/ and two positive constants M and N such that
Mcn  bn  Ncn(see [1]). A positive sequence X D .Xn/ is said to be a quasi-
 -power increasing sequence if there exists a constant K D K.;X/  1 such that
KnXn mXm for all nm 1 and 0<  < 1. Every almost increasing sequence
is quasi- -power increasing sequence for any nonnegative  , but the converse is not
true for  > 0 (see[9]). Let
P
an be a given infinite series. We denote by t
˛ˇ
n the
nth convolution Cesa`ro mean of order .˛ ˇ/, with ˛Cˇ >  1, of the sequence
.nan/, that is (see [5])
t˛ˇn D
1
A
˛Cˇ
n
nX
vD1
A˛ 1n vAˇv vav; (1.1)
where
A˛n D
.˛C1/.˛C2/::::.˛Cn/
nŠ
DO.n˛/; A˛ n D 0 for n > 0: (1.2)
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Let .˛ˇn / be a sequence defined by
˛ˇn D
8<:
ˇˇˇ
t
˛ˇ
n
ˇˇˇ
; ˛ D 1;ˇ >  1
max1vn
ˇˇˇ
t
˛ˇ
v
ˇˇˇ
; 0 < ˛ < 1;ˇ >  1 (1.3)
The series
P
an is said to be summable j C;˛ ˇIı jk , k  1 and ı  0, if (see [4])
1X
nD1
nık 1 j t˛ˇn jk<1: (1.4)
If we take ıD 0, then j C;˛ ˇIı jk summability reduces to j C;˛ ˇ jk summability
(see [6]). Also, if we take ˇ D 0 and ı D 0, then j C;˛ ˇIı jk summability reduces
to j C;˛ jk summability (see [7]). If we set ˇD 0, then we get j C;˛Iı jk summability
(see [8]).
2. THE KNOWN RESULT
Theorem 1 ([4]). Let .Xn/ be an almost increasing sequence and let there be
sequences .n/ and .n/ such that
jn j n; (2.1)
n! 0 as n!1; (2.2)
1X
nD1
n jn jXn <1; (2.3)
j n jXn DO.1/ as n!1: (2.4)
If the condition
mX
nD1
nık
.
˛ˇ
n /
k
n
DO.Xm/ as m!1 (2.5)
satisfies, then the series
P
ann is summable j C;˛ ˇIı jk , 0 < ˛  1, ˇ >  1,
k  1, ı  0 and .˛Cˇ  ı/ > 0.
It should be noted that if we take ˇ D 0, then we get the result of Bor (see [2]).
3. THE MAIN RESULT
The aim of this paper is to generalize Theorem 1 under weaker conditions to the
j C;˛ ˇIı jk summability by using a quasi- -power increasing sequence, which is
a wider class of sequences, instead of an almost increasing sequence.
We shall prove the following main theorem.
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Theorem 2. Let .Xn/ be a quasi- -power increasing sequence for some  .0 <
 < 1/ and let there be sequences .n/ and .n/ such that conditions (2.1)-(2.4) of
Theorem A are satisfied. If the condition
mX
nD1
nık
.
˛ˇ
n /
k
n Xk 1n
DO.Xm/ as m!1 (3.1)
is satisfies, then the series
P
ann is summable j C;˛ ˇIı jk for 0 < ˛  1, ı  0,
ˇ >  1, k  1 and .˛Cˇ  ı 1/ > 0.
Remark 1. It should also be noted that condition (3.1) is the same as condition
(2.5) when k=1. When k > 1, condition (3.1) is weaker than condition (2.5) but the
converse is not true. As in [10] we can show that if (2.5) is satisfied, then we get that
mX
nD1
nık
.
˛ˇ
n /
k
n Xk 1n
DO. 1
Xk 11
/
mX
nD1
nık
.
˛ˇ
n /
k
n
DO.Xm/:
Also if (3.1) is satisfied, then for k > 1 we obtain that
mX
nD1
nık
.
˛ˇ
n /
k
n
D
mX
nD1
.
˛ˇ
n /
k
n Xk 1n
Xk 1n DO.Xk 1m /
mX
nD1
nık
.
˛ˇ
n /
k
n Xk 1n
DO.Xkm/¤O.Xm/:
We need the following lemmas for the proof of our theorem.
Lemma 1 ([3]). If 0 < ˛  1, ˇ >  1 and 1 v  n, then
j
vX
pD0
A˛ 1n pAˇpap j max
1mv j
mX
pD0
A˛ 1m pAˇpap j : (3.2)
Lemma 2 ([9])). Under the conditions on .Xn/, .n/ and .n/ as expressed in the
statement of the theorem, we have the following ;
nXnn DO.1/; (3.3)
1X
nD1
nXn <1: (3.4)
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Let .T ˛ˇn / be the nth .C;˛ ˇ/ mean of the sequence .nann/. Then, by (1.1),
we have
T ˛ˇn D
1
A
˛Cˇ
n
nX
vD1
A˛ 1n vAˇv vavv:
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Applying Abel’s transformation first and then using Lemma 1, we have that
T ˛ˇn D
1
A
˛Cˇ
n
n 1X
vD1
v
vX
pD1
A˛ 1n pAˇppapC
n
A
˛Cˇ
n
nX
vD1
A˛ 1n vAˇv vav;
thus,
j T ˛ˇn j 
1
A
˛Cˇ
n
n 1X
vD1
jv jj
vX
pD1
A˛ 1n pAˇppap j C
j n j
A
˛Cˇ
n
j
nX
vD1
A˛ 1n vAˇv vav j
 1
A
˛Cˇ
n
n 1X
vD1
A.˛Cˇ/v ˛ˇv jv j C j n j ˛ˇn
D T ˛ˇn;1 CT ˛ˇn;2 :
To complete the proof of the theorem, by Minkowski’s inequality, it is sufficient to
show that
1X
nD1
nık 1 j T ˛ˇn;r jk<1; for r D 1;2:
Whenever k > 1, we can apply Ho¨lder’s inequality with indices k and k0, where
1
k
C 1
k0 D 1, we get that
mC1X
nD2
nık 1 j T ˛ˇn;1 jk

mC1X
nD2
nık 1.A˛Cˇn / kf
n 1X
vD1
.A˛Cˇv /k.˛ˇv /k jv jkgf
n 1X
vD1
1gk 1
DO.1/
mC1X
nD2
nık 2Ck .˛Cˇ/kf
n 1X
vD1
v.˛Cˇ/k.˛ˇv /kkvg
DO.1/
mX
vD1
v.˛Cˇ/k.˛ˇv /kkv
mC1X
nDvC1
1
n2C.˛Cˇ ı 1/k
DO.1/
mX
vD1
v.˛Cˇ/k.˛ˇv /kkv
Z 1
v
dx
x2C.˛Cˇ ı 1/k
DO.1/
mX
vD1
.˛ˇv /kvk 1v vıkCk 1
DO.1/
mX
vD1
.˛ˇv /kv

1
vXv
k 1
vıkCk 1
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DO.1/
m 1X
vD1
.vv/
vX
rD1
rık
.
˛ˇ
r /
k
rXk 1r
CO.1/mm
mX
vD1
vık
.
˛ˇ
v /
k
vXk 1v
DO.1/
m 1X
vD1
j.vv/ jXvCO.1/mmXm
DO.1/
m 1X
vD1
v jv jXvCO.1/
m 1X
vD1
vXvCO.1/mmXm
DO.1/ as m!1;
by virtue of the hypotheses of the theorem and Lemma 2. Finally, we have that
mX
nD1
nık 1 j T ˛ˇn;2 jk D
mX
nD1
j n jk 1j n j nık .
˛ˇ
n /
k
n
DO.1/
m 1X
nD1
 j n j
nX
vD1
vık
.
˛ˇ
v /
k
vXk 1v
CO.1/ j m j
mX
nD1
nık
.
˛ˇ
n /
k
nXk 1n
DO.1/
m 1X
nD1
nXnCO.1/ j m jXm DO.1/ as m!1;
by virtue of the hypotheses of the theorem and Lemma 2. This completes the proof
of the theorem.
Remark 2. If we take .Xn/ as an almost increasing sequence, ˇ D 0 and ı D 0,
then we obtain a theorem dealing with the j C;˛ jk summability factors. Also, if we
take ı D 0, then we get a new result concerning the j C;˛ ˇ jk summability factors
of infinite series.
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